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DAY 2    Using the article “Pay Phones” from yesterday’s assignment, do the exercises below. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ  Underline the best answer for each question. 

1) What did the article say is coming for New York's pay phones? 
a) the chainsaws b) higher bills  c) nicer colors  d) the end 
 

2)  Where did the article say pay phones used to be in New York? 
a) on the subway b) everywhere  c) in museums  d) in city hall 
 

3)  How many pay phones are being taken away to begin with? 
a) 20   b) 25   c) 30   d) 35 
 

4) Who is Corey Johnson? 
a) an NYC spokesman b) a pedestrian  c) a phone maker d) a pay phone repairman 
 

5) For whom did the article say removing the phones was a win? 
a) tourists  b) Apple  c) pedestrians  d) restaurants 
 

6) Who did the article say would probably not notice the phone removal? 
a) drivers  b) many New Yorkers c) phone engineers d) tourists 
 

7) What did the article say younger people might have to read? 
a) books  b) Kindle  c) street signs  d) instructions 
 

8) What percentage of Americans have a mobile phone? 
a) over 95%  b) 82%   c) nearly 99%  d) just over 82% 
 

9) What did a spokesman say his office had received? 
a) advice  b) gifts   c) complaints  d) lost smartphones 
 

10) What kind of people could clearer sidewalks help? 
a) street cleaners b) people with disabilities c) the homeless  d) skateboarders 

RELATED ACTIVITIES What things in society do we no longer need?  

 

Do We 

Need Them? Why? 

What Would We  

Use Instead? 

Public pay phones 
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Cameras Yes        No 
  

 
Rank these items from 1-8 (most important to least important) things needed in public. 

_____ pay phones 

_____ toilets 

_____ police stations 

_____ no parking signs 

_____ lights 

_____ local maps 

_____ seats 

_____ art 
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DAY 4    Use the article “Men Start Washing Hands…” from yesterday’s assignment to do the 
exercises below. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ  Underline the best answer for each question. 

1) How many men were there in a recent survey? 
a) 3,000     b) 2,500     c) 2,000     d) 4,000 

 
2) What percentage of men in the survey did not wash their hands? 

a) 32%     b) 18%     c) 57%     d) 86% 
 

3)  Where were the reports on men now washing their hands more often? 
a) social media    b) a medical journal   c) the TV     d) newspapers 

 
4) Who is Dan McCoy? 

a) a mask maker   b) a writer     c) a doctor     d) a hospital patient 
 

5) What did Dan McCoy say he saw in men's restrooms?   
a) soap     b) you don't want to know  c) the virus     d) lines 

 
6) Who did the article say stressed the importance of handwashing? 

a) old people    b) world governments   c) pharmacists    d) Dan McCoy 
 

7) Who said handwashing was the best way to stop the spread of the virus? 
a) doctors    b) Dan McCoy    c) the IMF     d) pharmacists 

 
8) How long did UK health authorities tell people to wash their hands for? 

a) 10 seconds    b) 30 seconds    c) 20 seconds    d) a minute 
 

9) Where did a radio caller stop to go to the toilet? 
a) a hospital    b) a shopping mall    c) McDonald's    d) a highway 

 
10) How many sinks were in use in a public toilet a man went into? 

a) 8     b) 7      c) 6      d) 5 
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Rank these items from 1-8 (dirtiest thing to the cleanest). 

_____ Toilets 

_____ Supermarket carts/baskets 

_____ Bus seats 

_____ Park benches 

_____ Ticket machines 

_____ Smartphones 

_____ Restaurant tables 

_____ Computer keyboard 

 

ACADEMIC WRITING 

People should wear gloves when going out to stop the coronavirus spread. Do you agree or disagree? 
Write 3-4 sentences explaining why. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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DAY 6    Using the article “Fortnite: Most Influential Video Game of the Decade” from 
yesterday’s assignment, do the exercises below. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ  Underline the best answer for each question. 

1) What is the name of the website that created the best video game list? 
a) wired.com  b) console.com  c) gaming.com   d) yaboozle.com 

2) What video game was number two on the list? 
a) Dark Souls  b) Angry Birds  c) Minecraft   d) Gone Home 

3) Where was The Legend of Zelda on the list? 
a) number three b) number five  c) number ten   d) number seven 
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DAY 7  Read the article below and do that activities that follow. 

Coronavirus Puts 50 Million Tourism Jobs at Risk 

The coronavirus pandemic could cut up to 50 million jobs worldwide in the travel and tourism industry. This is according 
to the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC). The tourism industry could shrink by up to 25 per cent. Many people 
are staying at home and not travelling. Many people cannot travel as more and more countries are taking action to fight 
COVID-19. This action includes closing borders, requiring people self-quarantine for 14 days after arriving in a country, 
and banning flights from other countries. The head of the WTTC said the pandemic, "clearly presents a significant threat 
to the industry as a whole, to those employed within it, and those wishing to continue travelling". 

The tourism industry makes up 10 per cent of the world's GDP and jobs. It is one of the industries hardest hit by the 
COVID-19 virus. Airlines, cruise ships and hotels have suffered big losses. Korean Air has warned that the coronavirus 
could threaten its survival. Australia's Qantas has reduced its international flights by nearly 25 per cent because of the 
outbreak. World-famous sites are deserted. This could cause restaurants and cafes to go out of business as tourists stay 
away from crowded places. Tourism is a key industry in Hawaii. Experts there predict that over half of Hawaii's hotel 
rooms will be empty over the next few months. The WTTC said that tourism would take 10 months to recover after the 
virus. 

WARM-UP  Spend one minute writing down all of the different words you think of when you hear the word “travel.”  

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
VOCABULARY Match the words on the left with the correct meaning from the column on the right. 

    Paragraph 1 

      1. pandemic a. The line between two countries or areas. 
      2. industry b. This is what someone said or wrote. 
      3. according to c. A particular area of business (e.g. tourism, IT, healthcare, farming, steel making, 

etc.). 
      4. shrink d. A person or thing likely to cause damage or danger. 
      5. border e. A disease or virus spreading all around the world or all around a country. 
      6. flight f.f.

f.
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TRUE / FALSE  Circle the correct answer for each of the sentences below. 

1. Over 50 million jobs have been lost in the tourism industry.     T / F 

2. 
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DAY 8    Using the article “CORONAVIRUS PUTS 50 MILLION TOURISM JOBS AT RISK” from yesterday’s 
assignment, do the exercises below. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ  Underline the best answer for each question. 

1) By how much could the tourism industry shrink because of COVID-19? 

a) by 50%  b) by 45%   c) by 35%   d) by 25% 

2) Where did the article say many people are staying? 

a) at work  b) at home   c) outside   d) in more expensive hotels 

3) What are many countries closing? 

a) parks   b) hospitals   c) embassies   d) borders 

4) What are countries banning from other countries? 

a) medicines  b) face masks   c) flights   d) tourists 

5) What did the WTTC say the virus presented to the tourism industry? 

a) a test  b) a challenge   c) a treat   d) a threat 

6) How much of the world's GDP comes from tourism? 

a) 15%   b) 12%      
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 LANGUAGE PRACTICE   CLOZE Reading – Fill in the gaps using the choices below the paragraphs. Underline 
your answer choice for each. 

 The coronavirus pandemic could (1) ____ up to 50 million jobs worldwide in the travel and tourism industry. This is 
(2) ____ to the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC). The tourism industry could shrink by up to 25 per cent. 
Many people are staying at home and not (3) ____. Many people cannot travel as more and more countries are 
taking action to fight COVID-19. This action includes closing borders, (4) ____ people self-quarantine for 14 days 
after arriving in a country, and banning (5) ____ from other countries. The head of the WTTC said the pandemic, 
"clearly presents a significant threat to the industry as a (6) ____, to those employed within it, and those wishing to 
continue traveling." 

The tourism industry makes up 10 per cent of the world's GDP and jobs. It is one of the industries hardest (7) ____ 
by the COVID-19 virus. Airlines, cruise ships and hotels have suffered big losses. Korean Air has warned (8) ____ the 
coronavirus could threaten its survival. Australia's Qantas has reduced its international flights by nearly 25 per cent 
because of the outbreak. World-famous sites are (9) ____. This could cause restaurants and cafes to go out of 
business (10) ____ tourists stay away from crowded places. Tourism is a (11) ____ industry in Hawaii. Experts there 
predict that over half of Hawaii's hotel rooms will be empty over the next few months. The WTTC said that tourism 
would take 10 months (12) ____ recover after the virus. 
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DAY 9  Read the article below and do that activities that follow. 

Full Stop Rude 
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 TRUE / FALSE   Circle the correct answer for each of the sentences below. 

1. The article said a teacher commented on the use of full stops in texts.     T / F 

2. The word full stop in American English is 'period'.     T / F 

3. Younger people are less likely to use a full stop when texting.     T / F 

4. Young people tend to send a new message rather than use a full stop.    T / F 

5. The full stop is about 230 years old.     T / F 

6. The acronym LOL means 'lots of learning'.     T / F 

7. The abbreviation 'fyi' means 'for your information'.     T / F 

8. Very few people end a sentence with an emoji or emoticon.     T / F 

 

SYNONYM MATCH  Match the following synonyms from the article. 

11. expert 

12. rude 

13. ending 

14. completely 

15. default 

16. essential 

17. changing 

18. instead of 

19. aggressive 

20. prefer 

k. finishing 

l. like better 

m. totally 

n. important 

o. in place of 

p. specialist 

q. pushy 

r. transforming 

s. bad-mannered 

t. automatic 
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DAY 10    Using the article “Full Stop Rude” from yesterday’s assignment, do the exercises below. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ  Underline the best answer for each question. 

1)  Who said using a full stop to end sentences in text messages was rude? 
a) a language expert        b) a writer         c) a teacher         d) a student 

2)  What is a full stop called in American English? 
a) a dot        b) a boomer        c) a period        d) a circle 
 
3)  What kind of apps do younger people use? 
a) news apps        b) apps with video       c) apps to find love             d) instant messaging apps 
 
4)  What two apps were mentioned in the article? 
a) WhatsApp and Instagram   b) Twitter and Facebook Messenger   c) Netflix and Amazon   d) Spotify and YouTube 
 
5)  What do younger people send instead of using a full stop? 
a) a new message       b) a letter        c) an e-mail        d) love 
 
6)  How old is the full stop? 
a) less than 2,300 years old    b) just over 2,300 years old    c) exactly 2,300 years old          d) about 2,300 years old 
 
7)  What can teachers put on students' writing? 
a) capital letters       b) gold stars        c) red ink        d) advice 
 
8)  What does the acronym 'LOL' mean? 
a) live on land       b) laugh out loud       c) lots of love       d) love of learning 
 
9)  What does the abbreviation 'fyi' mean? 
a) from your idol       b) full yummy ice       c) for your information  d) four years in 
 
10)  
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Rank these emojis from 1-8 (most used to least used) when using text messages. 

_____chocolate 

_____sun 

_____being sick 

_____headphones 

_____smiley face 

_____wink 

_____heart 

_____waving hand 

 

 

ACADEMIC WRITING 

 It is very important to always use punctuation correctly. Discuss.      (3-5 Sentences) 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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PHRASE MATCHING   Match the first half of the phrase in the left column with the second half in the right 
column. 

PARAGRAPH ONE:  
1. 
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Day 12       Use yesterday’s story, 
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ACADEMIC WRITING 
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DAY 14  Using the article “SPACE-BAKED COOKIES” from yesterday’s assignment, do the exercises 
below. 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUIZ  Underline the best answer for each question. 

1) What did the article say kitchen technology had reached? 
a) the end   b) new heights   c) perfection   d) the stars 
 
2) How did the ISS residents say the cookies looked? 
a) like moon craters  b) universal   c) spaced out   d) out of this world 
 
3) How many foods have now been made in space with raw ingredients? 
a) three    b) four    c) one    d) two 
 
4) What kind of food do astronauts eat besides dehydrated food? 
a) pre-packaged food  b) McDonald's hamburgers c) coconuts and pineapples d) junk food 
 
5) What did the article say would be a reminder of home for astronauts? 
a) hip-hop songs  
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DAY 15  CHECK-UP/ WRAP-UP 

CHECK-UP 

Take a few moments to go back through your packet to be sure that you have completed the 
following: 
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